BUILDING HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

LAKEWOOD FAMILY YMCA
A Branch Of The YMCA Of Greater Cleveland
LAKEWOOD FAMILY YMCA

WE SERVE:
Detroit Shoreway
Lakewood
Near Westside
Rocky River

348 CHILDREN PLAYED, LAUGHED & STAYED ENGAGED IN CHILD CARE AND DAY CAMP PROGRAMS

17,075 MEMBERS BUILT SKILLS, BUILT MUSCLE & BUILT COMMUNITY.

225 KIDS PARTICIPATED IN JR CAVALIERS BASKETBALL LEAGUE

201 KIDS LEARNED BOTH TECHNICAL & TEAMWORK SKILLS IN YOUTH SPORTS

384 INDIVIDUALS LEARNED TO SWIM

72 CHILDREN LEARNED, EXPLORED & GREW IN SPORTS AND ART CAMPS
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

The Y is the starting point for many youth to develop positive habits they’ll carry with them throughout their lives. Whether it’s gaining the confidence that comes from learning to swim or building positive relationships, good sportsmanship and teamwork skills, the Y is about building the whole child from the inside out.

HEALTHY LIVING PROGRAMS

Being healthy means more than simply being physically active. It’s about maintaining a balanced spirit, mind and body. Our Ys offer classes and programs for all ages, all levels and all interests.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAMS

The generosity of others is at the core of the Y’s existence as a nonprofit. It is only through the support of our thousands of volunteers and public and private donors that we are able to support and give back to the communities we serve. In order for our Y to continue to strengthen our community and impact lives in more meaningful ways, we need your help.

BY THE NUMBERS

13 CANCER SURVIVORS COMPLETED LIVESTRONG AT THE Y

2,761 INDIVIDUALS, KIDS AND FAMILIES RECEIVED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

2,186 OLDER ADULTS STAYED ACTIVE & ENGAGED

YMCA ANNUAL CAMPAIGN

EVERY DOLLAR OF FUNDS RAISED STAY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITY.

BECAUSE NO ONE IS TURNED AWAY.

$184,708 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
Northeast Ohio faces new challenges that create a greater need for the work we do. Fortunately, where some see obstacles, we see opportunities for our members, volunteers, staff and generous donors like you to make a difference. No other organization can impact as many people as powerfully as we do every day.

When you give to the Lakewood Family YMCA, your gift will help young people achieve their potential, empower people of all ages to lead healthier lives and strengthen the bonds of community across Northeast Ohio.

Together, we’ll take on many of the greatest challenges facing our young people, our health and our community.

TOGETHER WE CAN DO SO MUCH MORE.

GIVE TODAY AND INSPIRE A LIFETIME.

Your gift can support others in need. Give and do so much more.

$50 gives an individual one session of swim lessons, ensuring a lifetime of fun and safety in the water.

$100 gives a child one week of summer camp, creating life-changing experiences.

$250 gives one cancer survivor strength and well-being with the LIVESTRONG at the YMCA program.

$500 gives a youth sports team an entire season to build confidence, teamwork and healthy habits.

$1,000 provides a semester of after-school child care for one child and a place to learn, grow and thrive.

$2,500 gives 2 families access to the YMCA for one year, ensuring programs that enrich the mind, body and spirit.

YOUR GIFT. THEIR FUTURE.

Contact us today on how you can leave a legacy gift to the YMCA 216-263-6844

CONTACT US:
LAKewood FAMILY YMCA
16915 Detroit Avenue
Lakewood, Ohio 44107
Phone: 216-521-8400

CONNECT WITH US:
Visit Us Online:
ClevelandYMCA.org/lakewood
Give Back: ClevelandYMCA.org/give

Mission: To put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy spirit, mind and body for all.